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Role of Companies in 
Social Marketing



#BrandsForGood

For Profits vs 
Non Profits
 (We need both!)

Brands provide the opportunity for speed, scale, agility and 
accelerated innovation and importantly a large audience 
that knows and trusts them

Non Profits provide credibility to for-profit efforts, and are 
also subject matter experts in a way brands likely could 
never be

Brands though are uniquely positioned to unite consumer 
needs, with sustainable behaviors, to inspire transformative 
action with positive impacts for people and planet.



1 Embed environmental and social purpose into the heart of 
our brand promise, our products and experiences

2 Use our marketing, communications and brand influence to 
make sustainable living accessible, aspirational and rewarding

3 Work together to transform the field of marketing to shift 
behaviors, close the intention-action gap, and drive positive 
impact with people, communities and the planet we share
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The sweet spot unifies what people want with what the 
world needs and what brands uniquely offer.

Through this framework, brand and marketing leaders can 
unlock ideas that will be transformative for their brands, 
fuel brand growth, increase consumer relevance, 
participation and evangelism, as well as accelerate a 
culture of sustainable living.

Social Marketing 
Sweet spot Consumer 

Needs: 

Sustainable 
Behaviors:

Brand 
Equity: 
What Brands 

Uniquely Offer

What People 
Want

What World 
Needs

* *



SUPPORT WOMEN 
& GIRLS

REDUCE WATER 
& FOOD WASTE
Plan meals ahead, prepare smarter portions, 
use what you have in 
the fridge and compost.

EAT MORE PLANTS

Moderate meat consumption and consume 
products that supports regenerative 
agriculture.

BE ENERGY SMART
Switch to renewable energy sources and 
conserve energy at home. When possible, ride 
public transportation and purchase products 
manufactured with renewable energy.

Support causes and products that educate 
girls, aid better family planning and support 
women-owned business.

GO CIRCULAR

Choose products made with recycled content 
and recycle, rent, share 
and buy used over new products whenever 
possible.

CHOOSE 
NATURE-FRIENDLY
Buy products with clean ingredients, 
and products that protect habitats 
and biodiversity. 

EXPAND EQUITY 
& OPPORTUNITY
Buy fair trade as well as brands supporting 
inclusive and equitable products, policies 
and causes.

THINK DURABLE

Buy less and buy long lasting products. 
Reduce single-use items and purchase 
durable, reusable products instead of 
disposable ones.

SHOW UP

Vote at the ballot box and with 
your wallet, make your voice heard 
and volunteer in your community.

Preserve Resources for Life Foster Resilient SocietiesAddress Climate Crisis

Make it Benefit Driven: The Nine Most Impactful 
Behaviors

#BrandsforGood *The Nine Behaviors can be mapped back to the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals. They are presented in this format to serve as an actionable, consumer-friendly list.
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Case Studies



Build Over Time + Match Brand Equity: P&G as a case study

#LikeAGirl
#EndPeriodPoverty

#ShareTheLoad

#TheBestMenCanBe
(on toxic masculinity)

Take On Race
(Three short films: The 
Choice, The Talk, The Look)



100+ Case Study Analysis: Top Ten Tips

9

1. Built-in, not Bolt on
2. Honesty Over Perfection
3. Don’t fall in Love with the problem
4. Keep it simple: too many facts + data = overwhelm
5. Don’t underestimate the power of humour
6. Find the positive, focus on the solution
7. Explore uncommon collaborations (including competitors 

and across categories)
8. Call in vs call out
9. Be Inclusive

10. Be Authentic - be a brand that shows up like a human 
would 
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Thank you



Case Study
APCOM’s TestXXX Campaign
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Social Marketing
What is it? How to do it well?
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What is social marketing? 

Marketing a social or 
environmental issue to 
change attitudes 
and behaviours benefiting 
society.
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It isn’t just an ad 
campaign. 

Because awareness 
is not enough.

But I understand why 
many may default to it . . .
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Marketing social issues 
requires engagement - 
things that prompt, 
measurable action.

Here are 8 ingredients 
to do it well . . . 
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Reframe my POV
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Give me an excuse to act
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Play to my interests
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Make it fun
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Make it simple
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Show up in unexpected ways
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Make it a win-win
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Be authentic
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Thank you
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